STUDIO ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Kia Ora,
Please follow this step by step guide to assemble your new STUDIO Sofa Bed. Please feel free to call us if you have any questions.
Your package should contain:
● 8 nuts and bolts (long)
● 1 small allen key (base assembly)
● 1 big allen key (for use with the long bolts)
● 4 wooden dowels
● 6 short double bolts (frame attachment)
All the best

There are two long pieces for the sides of the base, and two short pieces with brackets for the ends of the base.
There are also two large slatted frames.

You should also have 2 wooden dowels, 6 short bolts, 8 long bolts, and two allen keys (one big, one small.)

Firstly, to assemble the base, insert the wooden dowels firmly into the holes at the end of the two long pieces. These dowels will
align with and slot into the two short end pieces in the next step.

On a flat surface, making sure all the metal brackets are facing upwards, connect the shorter pieces to the longer pieces using the
dowels as shown.

Once aligned, take the 8 large bolts - these have small cylindrical pieces (nuts) attached to them. Unscrew these nuts and insert
them into the inside of the short end pieces of the frame.

Make sure that there is an alignment between the hole in the nut and the hole in the timber. You can use small key to insure the
alignment or screwdriver.

Insert the large bolts through the outside of the base to connect to the nut you have inserted into the hole.

Repeat this process for all of the 8 large bolts, and then tighten the bolts using an allen key. Double check that you have tightened all
of the 8 bolts.

The base is now complete and can be moved aside for the next step.

Prepare the slatted frames by placing them side by side with the slats facing down

There are bolt holes in the horizontal supports which should be facing each other as shown. The frames should be placed 45mm
apart at a right angle. This will assist in correct alignment as the build progresses.

There will be stickers “out & In” indicating 2 screws to unscrew from the 2 horizontal supports. Use the large allen key to remove
these screws (shown below). These are the screws closest to the centre, they are long (be patient as you unwind). Put the screws
aside until after the following step.

Now it’s time to lift the assembled base into position as shown. Make sure the metal brackets on the base are facing downwards so
they will align with the screw holes on horizontal supports of the slatted pieces.

There should be 3 holes on each bracket that line up with the holes on the horizontal supports. Use the long screw that you have just
removed, reinsert it into the hole through the brackets and screw them tight. Repeat this step on the other side also.

Now take the 6 remaining smaller bolts and remove the nut from each bolt (place in a safe position.) Insert each bolt into one of the 6
remaining holes to connect the brackets to the frame. The nut connects to the bolt from underneath. Make sure all 6 bolts are
screwed together tightly to the metal brackets using the allen keys.

Double check that you have tightened all the bolts with the correct allen key. Now that the assembly is complete it is time to turn it
over into the upright sofa bed position. You may need someone to help turn it over in this step, as once assembled it is heavy.

Congratulations, your new sofa bed is ready to be enjoyed. Just place the futon onto the frame and you are all set to enjoy your new
100% natural Studio Sofa Bed.

STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO TRANSFORM STUDIO FROM
BED TO SOFA
To transform from a bed into a sofa, stand in front and lift so that it bends upwards. The front is the farthest from the two bolts on the
base, as shown. Once lifted upright you will hear a click - lift slightly more until you hear a second click, this locks the mechanism into
the L shaped sofa position and you are ready to lower the front down to the base. Now that the sofa is locked into the L position the
back of the bed will lift up as you lower the front. Please take care as you lower the front of the sofa bed. It is sprung loaded and will
therefore reach a point during the lowering where the spring will pull the bed down. We recommend to hold the slats in the middle of
the base as you lower the sofa down into position.

Once gently lowered the transformation is complete, you can now enjoy your bed as a sofa..

STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO TRANSFORM STUDIO FROM
SOFA TO BED
To lay flat into a bed again, lift the front to tilt the sofa upwards as shown. When it is in an upright position, keep pushing the upright
part forwards until you hear a single click - this will disengage the lock mechanism and allow you to lower the upright piece flat to turn
back into a bed position.

Reposition the futon and the transformation back into a bed is complete.

